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Executive summary
Background information on the learning environment evaluation
This document is a LEaRN School Evaluation Report. It contains feedback about the
design and use of the general learning areas in Block B and Block D at St Mary's
College, Woree in Cairns. The learning environment evaluation was undertaken by
academics at the University of Melbourne's Learning Environments Applied Research
Network (LEaRN). The purpose of the evaluation was to provide feedback to the
school about the occupation and pedagogical effectiveness of the General Learning
Area environments, to inform furture decision making at the school about the design
and use of new learning spaces.
Methodology
Feedback about the Block B and D learning environments was collected using LEaRN
Evaluation Module 3. LEaRN Evaluation Module 3 is a post occupancy evaluation (POE)
tool used to evaluate how effectively the learning environment supports the school's
desired pedagogy. There are three stages of fieldwork involved in undertaking an
evaluation using this module. Stage 1 involves the school leaders, teachers and
students completing an online survey about their experience and perception of the
learning environment under evaluation. Stage 2 involves a learning environment
expert leading an observational walkthrough of the learning environment. In Stage 3,
the results from Stages 1 and 2 are grouped into overarching themes and presented at
a focus group forum for teachers for discussion. The focus group provides an
opportunity to identify and discuss any specific factors of the learning environment
that enable or constrain teachers and students from employing the school’s desired
pedagogy.
School educational vision and context
The school's education vision, as described by the school's leaders and teachers, is "to
provide an exceptional holistic education that enables every person to maximise their
potential; to educate the whole person with a focus on visible learning, LINKS
(vocabulary learning) and ESCM; to prepare students for the 21st century; and that all
students will be successful (multiple pathways provided to ensure it's not a one size
fits all model)".

The social qualities of the school that students, parents, teaching staff and non‐teaching
staff identify with is "an open and friendly community; the gift of a co‐educational setting; a
strong Catholic Identity; the diversity of our programs; a strong sense of family; the
Courage of Mary ‐ the courage to say 'yes' ". The educational values symbolically
communicated to the community through the school facilities are: " tradition, structure,
organisation, as well as a commitment to multiple career pathways; gardens and fields: rich
beauty, celebration of the tropics". The sense of community among the staff and students is
typified by "the term family being used consistently to describe our College". The practices
that typify the collaborative nature of the teachers’ work at school are shown in the
following ways: "Collegiality is strong among teachers at St Mary's. It would be fair to say
that collaboration happens more prominently during planning and in sharing of resources
than in pedagogy. We are looking to de‐privatise classrooms and encourage coaching,
mentoring and sharing of best practice.".
Summary of fieldwork
On 28 March 2018 the Principal completed the Leadership Survey about the school’s
context, culture, educational philosophy and vision for learning. In Term 1, a group of 133
students and 4 teachers completed the Student and Teacher Surveys about the qualities of
the general (Block B and D) learning environments. At the start of May, Sally Towns
(Catholic Diocese, Cairns) fulfilled the role of the learning environment expert (LEE),
completing an observational walkthrough of the learning environment and the Expert
Survey. A week later in May, a focus group forum was held at the school, attended by 4
teachers and facilitated by Roz Mountain (University of Melbourne).
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Executive Summary
Overall, the evaluation process identified the General Learning Areas in Block B and D
as learning environments that were constraining most teachers in realising the
educational vision at St Mary's Catholic College to the full. The exception to this was
in maths teaching and learning which was reported as working well. The mis‐
alignment between the spaces and the vision for teaching and learning was not
striking in the focus group. The spaces are seen by the teachers as traditional and
comfortable (apart from some issues with furniture, temperature control and air
flow), but the survey results were less positive. The learning environments require
significant overhaul to provide a broader range of learning experiences for students
in line with the vision of the school. Some key findings are outlined below:
• Teaching and learning activities are constrained by the lack of break‐out spaces
and variety of activity settings;
• The furniture is inflexible and does not provide opportunities for a variety of
learning activities and experiences;
• There is significant variation amongst the teachers with some wanting much
greater openness and flexibility in the space and the culture, and others not wanting
to lose what's working in the current spaces and teaching methods;
• The learning environments do not encourage student agency and the

development of responsibility for their own learning. Greater variety in
spatial layouts could present opportunities for developing these 21st century
skills;
• Direct instruction, individual and paired activities are well supported by the
learning environments;
• Group work ‐ small, medium and whole class interactive activities are not well
supported in these learning environments;
• Storage of student belongings and shared teaching resources needs attention;
• The library has storage for shared teaching resources, but the survey

results indicate a shortage in the learning environments;
• Teachers are very well supported in terms of their professional development
needs, but there is little collaboration in terms of lesson planning or teaching.

The climate in Cairns limits opportunities for using outdoor learning environments
as break‐out areas in summer, but there is an opportunity to develop the spaces
between the blocks as indoor commons that the current classrooms could connect to. The
secondary context with timetabling of subjects in different spaces day to day requires
careful consideration, but some classrooms could be joined together to provide double the
space providing opportunities for creating a variety of settings.
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Introduction
Project objectives
The objective of the evaluation of Block B and D as General Learning Areas was to
collect evidence about the pedagogical effectiveness of these learning environments at
St Mary's Catholic College, Woree and determine the variables that either enable or
constrain the school community from engaging in teaching and learning activities that
are aligned with the school’s educational vision.

Report structure
This report outlines the findings of the evaluation process. These may be applied to the
design and use of the environments being evaluated, as‐well‐as other general learning
areas in the school that may be developed by the school in later years.
The key findings are provided under the headings of 18 overaching learning
environment evaluation themes.
Figure 1: The LEaRN Evaluation modules

LEaRN Evaluation Tool
The LEaRN Evaluation Tool draws on five years of research by the Learning
Environments Applied Research Network (LEaRN) at the University of Melbourne. This
post‐occupancy evaluation (POE) tool is composed of three modules that can be used to
evaluate general‐purpose teaching and learning environments in primary and secondary
schools (Figure 1).

Each module has a different focus. Module 1 focuses on the process of design
and the performance of the design team; Module 2 focuses on indoor
environment quality and sustainability; and Module 3 focuses on the alignment
of teaching and learning activities and the design of the learning environment.

1. Learning environments may be defined by the social connections between the users of school spaces e.g. a learning environment can be identified as the spaces used by a class or year level that shares a zone/area of a school
with consistent physical features and/or characteristics. For the purpose of this project, the learning environment is considered to be inclusive of the building structure, interior design, furniture, loose items, and information and
communication technology.

Introduction
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LEaRN Evaluation Module 3
For the purposes of this evaluation project, Module 3 was used for data collection,
analysis and reporting. The broad objectives of LEaRN Evaluation Module 3 are to:

~

Provide feedback to school communities and parent agencies about the
design and use of their learning environments – potentially highlighting
future refurbishment/rebuilding requirements and/or professional learning
requirements.

~

Improve the functional fit between school communities and their facilities –
with a focus on the alignment between teaching and learning activities and
the design and use of learning environments.

~

Provide feedback for education agencies about the design and use of the
learning environments in their schools – providing evidence that can support
future decision making about facility design and professional learning
requirements associated with the use of these facilities

~

Involve a range of stakeholders in the evaluation of learning environments
and share the ‘lessons learned’.

~

Support improved communication between the various stakeholders
involved in school design.

~

Support continuous improvement in the design and use of learning
environments in primary and secondary schools – by identifying
correlations/disjunctions between educational philosophy, learning activities
and the physical environment.

Privacy
This research was conducted with Human Ethics Approvals from The University of
Melbourne. The teacher and students who participated in the evaluation process are
anonymous. The information contained within this report is confidential to the
named school and may not be distributed without their consent.

Introduction
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Methodology
Information about the Block B and Block D learning environments at St Mary's Catholic College
was collected using LEaRN Evaluation Module 3. The methods used to collect data using this tool
is outlined below.

The Principal survey contained 31 questions, of which:
~ 20 questions were short answer and/or multiple‐choice, asking for contextual
details about the school.

~ Three questions were long answer, asking about the type of documentation

Fieldwork: LEaRN Evaluation Module 3
There are three stages of fieldwork involved in undertaking an evaluation using LEaRN
Evaluation Module 3 (Figure 2).

the school has on its facilities;

~ Four questions were long answer, asking about the school culture and teaching
practice; and

~ Four questions were long answer, asking about the school’s educational
philosophy and vision for learning.
The school Principal completed the sur vey.
The Teacher and LEE surveys contained 69 questions, of which:

~ Four questions were multiple‐choice and/or short answer, asking for
contextual details about the respondents (non‐personal) and the learning
environment being evaluated.

~ Four questions were long answer, asking about school’s educational philosophy
and vision for learning.

~ 45 questions were multiple‐choice, asking about qualities of the learning
environment under evaluation.

~ 12 questions were multiple‐choice, asking about the school’s culture and

Figure 2: The three stages of fieldwork

teaching practice; and
Stage 1 ‐ Online surveys
Stage 1 of the fieldwork involved the school principal, teachers, students and a learning
environment expert2 (LEE) completing an online survey about their experience and perception of
the learning environment under evaluation.

~ One multiple‐choice question and three long answer questions about the
teachers’ general impression of the learning environment under evaluation.

2. This person is required to have expert knowledge about the design and use of learning environments in primary and/or secondary schools. They cannot be directly linked to the school (i.e. it is advisable not to involve the school's own
architect) as in their role is to provide an independent point‐of‐view about the learning environment being evaluated.

Methodology
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The Student survey contained 70 questions, of which:
~ Six questions were multiple‐choice and / or short answer, asking for
contextual details about the respondents (non‐personal) and the
learning environment being evaluated.

~ 44 questions are multiple‐choice, asking about the qualities of the

Analysis of multiple choice questions
Under Section 1 of this report, the results from Stages 1 and 2 of the LEaRN Evaluation
Module 3 fieldwork are expressed in terms of overall satisfaction with the design and use
variable in question. The six result bands are:
Outcomes

Explanation in terms of trend across responses

learning environment under evaluation.
~ 16 questions are multiple‐choice, asking about the school’s culture
and teaching practice; and

1 High satisfaction

The majority (90%) of respondents agreed or 'strongly agreed' with
question

2 Satisfaction

A large number (80‐90%) of respondents 'agreed' with question

~ One multiple‐choice question and three long answer questions about

3 General satisfaction

the students’ general impression of the learning environment under
evaluation.

4 Some dissatisfaction

Most (70‐80%) respondents 'agreed' with question, a small number
'disagreed' with question
Some (60‐70%) respondents 'agreed' with question and some
'disagreed' with question

Stage 2 ‐ Observational walkthrough

5 General dissatisfaction

Most respondents 'disagreed' with question, a small number 'agreed'
with question

Stage 2 of the fieldwork involves the LEE completing an observational
walkthrough of the learning environment. An observational ‘walkthrough’
is an established architectural observation method where an expert uses
a checklist to evaluate the ‘performance’ of specific spaces within a site.
Dr Pippa Soccio was the LEE and completed this aspect of the evaluation.

6 May need attention

Most respondents 'disagreed' or 'strongly disagreed' with question

7 Varied responses

A high level of variation amongst respondent groups to question

Stage 3 ‐ Focus group discussions
Stage 3 of the fieldwork involves a focus group forum to present the
group with the results of the surveys and to identify/discuss any specific
factors of the learning environment that enable or constrain the teachers
from achieving the school’s educational vision for learning and desired
pedagogy. The surveys questions are grouped into overarching themes
and the results mapped on graphs, which visually communicate the three
respondent group’s unique perspectives about the learning environment.
A teacher focus group with 4 participants was facilitated by Roz Mountain
on May 10th, 2018.

It is assumed that the variables which are categorised under Outcomes 1‐3 are
favourable , and enable users to implement the school's educational vision. Variables
which are categories under Outcomes 4 ‐7 are unfavourable and may constrain how
users engage with their learning environment to good pedagogical effect. These should
be further investigated by the school. Varied responses are not necessarily indicative of
a problem, but suggest that respondents have different expectations about the
learning environment, which should be clarified by the school.

Methodology
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School context
School summary
St Mary's College, Cairns has 876 enrolled students typically from the suburbs of Woree, Bently
Park, Bayview Heights, Mount Sheriden, Edmonton, Gordonvale and Erlville. Enrolments have not
changed significantly over the past 5 years and are expected to remain fairly constant.
Blocks B and D were the spaces evaluated. They were classified as Type A learning environments
(see Appendix C for details on learning environment typologies). Floor plans of the two learning
environments are in Figure A.
At full capacity, Block B and Block D are each large enough to accommodate a maximum of 25
students and 1 teacher.
The school's education vision, as described by the school's leaders and teachers, is "to provide an
exceptional holistic education that enables every person to maximise their potential; to educate
the whole person with a focus on visible learning, LINKS (vocabulary learning) and ESCM; to
prepare students for the 21st century; and that all students will be successful (multiple pathways
provided to ensure it's not a one size fits all model)".
The social qualities of the school that students, parents, teaching staff and non‐teaching staff
identify with is " an open and friendly community; the gift of a co‐educational setting; a strong
Catholic Identity; the diversity of our programs; a strong sense of family; the Courage of Mary ‐ the
courage to say 'yes' ".
The educational values symbolically communicated to the community through the school facilities
are: " tradition, structure, organisation, as well as a commitment to multiple career pathways;
gardens and fields: rich beauty, celebration of the tropics".
The sense of community among the staff and students is typified by "the term family being used
consistently to describe our College".
The practices that typify the collaborative nature of the teachers’ work at school are shown in the
following ways: " Collegiality is strong among teachers at St Mary's. It would be fair to say that
collaboration happens more prominently during planning and in sharing of resources than in

School context
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Figure A. Floor plans of the general learning environments ‐ Block B and D

School context
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Character and aesthetics
Impacts on teacher and students' perceptions of quality in the learning environment.
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from six survey questions was used to determine whether users like the
character and aesthetics of the learning environment. Overall the responses showed
general dissatisfaction from students and teachers. A summary of the results for the spaces
is provided in Table 1. A detailed summary of the results can be found in Appendix B1.

• " I like the furniture and materials in the newer rooms"
• “I think we need more innovative spaces"
• “It is too closed door (little transparency)"
• “Organised and uniform providing a sense of consistency for students and teachers "
• “Old and boring. Same as stock standard setup a hundred years ago"

Table 1: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about the
character and aesthetics of the learning environments.

Influencing factors
Overall design
Colours
Materials
Furniture
Views to the outside
Symbolism

Outcome
May need attention
May need attention
May need attention
May need attention
May need attention
General satisfaction

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about the design and use of the
learning environments.

“The Trade Training Centre and some of the Arts areas are
symbolic of our school's vision, but the General Learning
Areas are not"
• “Spacious rooms, outlook is great!"

Character and aesthetics
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Accessibility
Impacts on teacher and students' ability to access the learning environment
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from two survey questions was used to determine whether the learning
environment is readily accessible. Overall the responses were varied with teachers showing
a high degree of satisfaction, students showing some dissatisfaction with accessibility and
the learning environment expert's responses were negative. A general summary of the
results is provided in Table 2. A detailed summary of the results can be found in Appendix
B2.

• “Facilities have been provided to enable ease of access in so much as a multi
level building can"
• “During peak times it is congested with students and bag racks and loose bags
on verandahs"

Table 2: A general summary of the survey responses to questions
about the accessibility of the learning environments.

Influencing factors
Disability access
Pedestrian way‐finding

Outcome
Varied responses
Varied responses

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about the accessibility of the
learning environments.

“Corridors are rather narrow when students are changing classrooms.
Especially with the lockers outside the classroom"

• “Blocks are logically arranged and spaced (except I and J)"
• “There is signage on the classrooms"

Accessibility
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Security
Impacts on teacher and students' perception of safety
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from two survey questions was used to determine whether students and
teachers feel safe inside the learning environment. Overall the responses were positive.
A general summary of the results is provided in Table 3. A detailed summary of the
results can be found in Appendix B3.

Table 3: A general summary of the survey responses to
questions about the security of the learning environments.

Influencing factors
Safety (as experienced)
Safety (as perceived)

Outcome
General satisfaction

High satisfaction

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about the security of the
learning environments.
• “Students could be referring to bullying"
• “There are blinds for lockdown procedures. Plenty of light and visibility"

Security
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Size and scale
Impacts on the opportunities that exist for a variety of learning modalities
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from five survey questions was used to determine whether the overall size and
scale of the learning environment supports a variety of learning modalities. Overall the
responses were positive, except for teachers being dissatisfied with their ability to
supervise students. A general summary of the results is provided in Table 4. A detailed
summary of the results can be found in Appendix B4.
Table 4: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about the size and scale
of the learning environments.

Influencing factors
Ability to supervise students
Provision of working area
Level of personal comfort
Provision of flexibility and operable space
Use of flexibility and operable space

Outcome
Varied responses
General satisfaction
General satisfaction
May need attention

Not possible as there are no
operable walls or sliding doors

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about the size and scale of the
learning environments.

“I would like breakout areas. when doing group based work
it is too confined and loud"
• “Would love more room for group work"
• “No transparency to the outside"
• “For Maths there is enough space, but English and LOTE needs access to better breakout spaces"

Size and scale

• “The way classrooms are set up with teachers up front means that we
can’t what students are doing on their laptops"
• “For some activities it’s difficult to get around the desks"
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Activity settings
Impacts on the types of activities and pedagogical encounters that students can engage in
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from six survey questions was used to determine whether the learning
environment provides suitable activity settings to support the desired learning activities.
The learning environments were seen as supportive of individual and paired work, but the
rest of the responses were strongly negative. A general summary of the results is provided
in Table 5. A detailed summary of the results can be found in Appendix B5.

• “Good for direct instruction"
• “We are working with the space we have rather than it being the ideal"
• “It is just one square room so there is a lack of flexibility, but perhaps different
chairs or desks or a different layout could cultivate collaboration"
• “Circle time as a whole class activity ‐ requires the whole classroom structure
to change – too much bother with the noise and time involved, loss of focus"

Table 5: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about the
activity settings in the learning environments.

Influencing factors
Variety of learning activities supported
Variety of activity settings provided
Individual work supported
Paired work supported
Small group work supported
Whole class work supported

Outcome

• “We do need to rearrange our desks at times for hands‐on activities eg
language games"

May need attention
May need attention
Satisfaction
Satisfaction
May need attention
Varied responses

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about activity settings
in the learning environments.

“They are very stuck in the layout, not a lot of space for collaboration
or practical tasks "
• “I would not want a compromise between what we have in D
block and an open space"

Activity settings
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Furniture to support learning activities
Impacts on the learning activities and pedagogical encounters available to students
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from two survey questions was used to determine whether the
furniture inside the learning environment supports the desired learning activities.
The responses from teachers were strongly negative, but students were generally
positive overall. A general summary of the results is provided in Table 6. A detailed
summary of the results can be found in Appendix B6.
Table 6: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about the
learning environment furniture.

Influencing factors
Variety of furniture
Mobility of furniture

Outcome
May need attention
May need attention

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about the furniture in the
learning environments.
• “The chairs aren’t comfortable, apart from in C7 and C8. Padded chairs would be
better"
• “Traditional furniture. Functional (except in D7)"
• “This is the best it’s been so not sure why some teachers are not satisfied"
• “I like the furniture and materials in the newer rooms

Furniture
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Opportunities for agile and flexible use
Impacts on the variety of learning modalities for students to engage in, student ownership of the learning environment and
teacher supervision.
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from three survey questions was used to determine whether the learning
environment provides opportunities for agile and flexible use. Overall the responses were
negative, particularly for the teachers. A general summary of the results is provided in
Table 7. A detailed summary of the results can be found in Appendix B7.

Table 7: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about agile
and flexible use of the learning environments.

Influencing factors
Student/Teacher Movement
Indoor/Outdoor connections
Sightlines through space

Outcome
May need attention
May need attention
May need attention

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about agile and flexible use in
the learning environments.

“Open them up ‐ glass walls. Use the spaces between B and D block to
open up flexible spaces for group work, individual learning, whole
group activities etc"
• “No transparency to the outside"
• “There’s more willingness to let students work outside and step outside every now and
then to check on them"

Agile and Flexible Use
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Access to resources and resource storage
Impacts on the variety of learning modalities and activities available to students
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from eight survey questions was used to determine whether the learning
environment is adequately resourced with provision of appropriate storage for the resources
that are used/required. Overall the responses were strongly negative,
except for display technologies and reading materials. Students were dissatisfied with laptop
availability, but the reason or this was not clear. A general summary of the results
is provided in Table 8. A detailed summary of the results can be found in Appendix B8.
Table 8: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about
access to resources and resource storage of the two learning environments.

Influencing factors
Fixed computers
Mobile computers
Display technologies
Books and reading materials
Hands on materials
Storage of student belongings
Storage of shared resources
Secure storage (Restricted access)

Outcome
Not part of school vision
May need attention
Some dissatisfaction
Some dissatisfaction
May need attention
May need attention
May need attention
May need attention

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about access to
resources and storage in the learning environments.

“The staff room provides storage for maths resources
so they can be accessed from any room"
• “Bag storage is terrible"
• “Students like the newer bigger lockers. The older ones are too small. Bag racks are around
the corner, but students leave them lying around on the floor at the lockers"

Resources

• “Our loaning system has deteriorated and students are not accessing
technology readily enough"
• “Generally well supported with technology"
• “There’s a progression from older to newer display technologies"
• “Screens in front of whiteboards are limiting – need to put it to one side
so that we can work on both"
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Provision and use of display space
Impacts on opportunities to celebrate students' work and student/staff ownership of the learning environment
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from five survey questions was used to determine if adequate display
space is provided inside the learning environment and if so, whether it is used
effectively to communicate with all members of the learning community. Overall the
responses were negative. A general summary of the results is provided in Table 9. A
detailed summary of the results can be found in Appendix B9.

Table 9: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about provision
and use of display in the two learning environments.

Influencing factors
Provision of 2‐dimensional
Provision of 3‐dimensional
Display of student work
Display of learning resources
Display of community info

Outcome
Varied responses
May need attention
May need attention
Some dissatisfaction
May need attention

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about access to resources and
storage in the learning environments.
• “Classrooms are used by multiple teachers"
• “We’re conscious of paper usage so a lot of the work students do is digital. We
could display students work on a screen in the library, perhaps"

Display
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Student toilets
Impacts on teacher and students' perception about the quality of the learning environment
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from two survey questions was used to determine whether students can
access toilets safely. Overall the responses were positive, but there was some
dissatisfaction from students regarding their sense of safety in the toilets. A general
summary of the results is provided in Table 10. A detailed summary of the results can
be found in Appendix B10. Performing Arts spaces.
Table 10: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about
the toilets used by students from the learning environments.

Influencing factors

Outcome

Ease of access
safety

Satisfaction
Varied responses

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about the toilets used by
students in the learning environments.

• “We’re not aware of any problems. The year level coordinators may know"
• “The toilets are cleaned in the morning, but students don’t keep them clean. There
were issues in the past, but it doesn’t seem to be an issue now"

Student toilets
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Occupant comfort
Impacts on students' ability to engage in learning activities without distraction from environmental factors that may affect their personal comfort
Outcomes
Information from twelve survey questions was used to determine whether students and teachers
consider the learning environment to provide a comfortable setting. Overall the responses were
mixed. A general summary of the results is provided in Table 11. A detailed summary of the
results can be found in Appendix B11.

• “The windows need to stay shut during summer and this affects the air quality"
• “In winter with the louvers open the noise across the school can be
distracting"
• “Doors are at the front and can easily create a distraction"
• “Natural lighting is good"

Table 11: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about levels of
occupant comfort inside the learning environment.

Influencing factors
Comfort in summer
Comfort in winter
Comfort: Air quality
Comfort: Air flow
Comfort: Artificial light
Comfort: Daylight access
Comfort: Lighting control
Comfort: Sunlight reflection
Comfort: Furniture
Comfort: Distractions
Comfort: Hear instructions
Comfort: Noise levels

Outcome
Varied responses
Varied responses
May need attention
May need attention
General dissatisfaction
General dissatisfaction
Varied responses
May need attention
May need attention
General dissatisfaction
General satisfaction
General satisfaction

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about comfort in the learning
environments.

“Aircons vary from classroom to classroom, and it depends on where you sit.
Some of the older aircons are against the wall. This also affects the air flow"

Occupant comfort
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Movement of people and objects
Impacts on opportunities for students to take ownership of their learning and engage in a variety of learning activities
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from four survey questions was used to determine whether the
movement of people and objects aligns with the desired pedagogies and learning
activities. Overall the responses were positive. A general summary of the results is
provided in Table 12. A detailed summary of the results can be found in Appendix
B12.
Table 12: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about movement of
people and objects in the learning environments.

Influencing factors
Student movement (freedom)
Teacher movement (roaming)
Student access to resources
Student movement of furniture (freedom)

Outcome
May need attention
General satisfaction
May need attention
May need attention

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about comfort in the
learning environments.
• “Students may not have their laptops charged so they wouldn’t have access"
• “Maths wouldn’t require students to move around much"

Movement
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Staff professional development
Impacts on the range of pedagogical approaches employed by teachers
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from three survey questions was used to determine whether teacher
professional development is well supported by the school. Overall the responses were
strongly positive. A general summary of the results is provided in Table 13. A detailed
summary of the results can be found in Appendix B13.
Table 13: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about professional
development for teachers working in the learning environments.

Influencing factors
School support for implementing desired pedagogy
Internal opportunities for PD

Outcome

External opportunities for PD

High satisfaction

Varied responses
High satisfaction

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about staff
professional development.

“There is a shared vision with a big focus on visible learning – every
lesson, every class, every day. We're very well supported"
• “New staff members would have missed the big training day on visible
learning, but it is also a big focus in university"
• “We have a Shared Practices framework"
• “Profiling, mentoring is all supported"
• “We have sessions on Diverse Learning Management, IT skills and PD with our
head of department"

Professional Development
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Geographical engagement
Impacts on student and teacher demonstration of affinity, mastery and ownership of the learning environment
Outcomes of evaluation
Information from three survey questions was used to determine whether teachers and
teachers demonstrate affinity for, and mastery and ownership of the learning
environment. Overall the responses were positive. A general summary of the results is
provided in Table 14. A detailed summary of the results can be found in Appendix B14.

• “I like the uniformity between the rooms"
• “We have weekly collaborative planning meeting, but we don't collaborate
for lesson planning"

Table 14: A general summary of the survey responses to questions about student and staff
engagement with the learning environment.

Influencing factors
Affinity for learning environment
Feelings of belonging and ownership
Mastery of the learning environment

• “We’ve tried using different shaped desks, but the students didn’t take to it.
If the desks were on wheels, constant moving would be an issue, but they
could be moved away"

Outcome
May need attention
May need attention
May need attention

Below are comments made in the focus group and surveys about student and
staff engagement.

"Quality education is occurring in the spaces as they exist although
improved environment would enhance the learning ‐ eg better
supports for technology. More specialist rooms needed"
• “Multiple teachers use the same classroom. What would suit one may not suit others"
• “Some teachers don't have ownership of a room like others. However, those that do
have their own room have strong ownership"

Geographical engagement
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Appendix A: Outcomes of Evaluations: Extended responses
Educational philosophy and vision for learning (Directly inported from surveys)
Responses from Principal survey
Why should students be educated?

Responses from Teacher survey ‐ Blocks B and D
Why should students be educated?
To be Globally Conscious Citizens
To develop skills such as creativity, critically thinking, and other practical skills
To enable them to be successful and active participators in life.
Students need to be given the skills to be able to function and get employed in our
society

Responses from Principal survey

Responses from Teacher survey ‐ Blocks B and D

What should students learn?

What should students learn?
Skills that will equip them for the jobs of the future.
Relevant information that will assist them in their future
Effective knowledge and communication as required for their individual pathway with a
futures focus.
Students need to have literacy and numeracy skills

Responses from Principal survey
What does good learning look like?

Responses from Teacher survey ‐ Blocks B and D
What does good learning look like?
Theoretical learning that leads into practical application to a product.
Project based/inquiry based learning
Collaborative; purposeful; engaged; appropriately challenging; improvement driven
A variety of learning experiences such as learning to remember information and have
hands on experiences related to life . However, we need students to also be informed
citizens.
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Educational philosophy and vision for learning (Directly inported from surveys)
Responses from Principal survey

Responses from Teacher survey ‐ Blocks B and D

What does good teaching/pedagogy look like?

What does good teaching/pedagogy look like?
Essential Skills for Classroom Management
Facilitate student driven projects
Collaborative shared practice (teacher not the only expert in the room); student
engagement; formative feedback opportunities that inform teaching; improvement focus
Teachers need to use a variety of strategies in their learning. Visual, chalk and talk ,
independent work, group work

Responses from Teacher survey ‐ Blocks B and D
Aspects that I like about the the learning environment
There's a uniformity between the rooms.
Direct instruction can occur
I like the basic class room to teach mathematics
Responses from Teacher survey ‐ Blocks B and D
Aspects that I don't like about the the learning environment
They are very stuck in the layout, not a lot of space for collaboration or practical tasks.
The arrangement of desks, the fact it is just one square room, the lack of flexibility for change
No transparency (very closed off spaces with block walls, high windows, wooden doors). No breakout spaces. Traditional classroom layout ‐ rows of desks and chairs
I feel that more natural light would be preferable .
Responses from Teacher survey ‐ Blocks B and D
Aspects that I would change about the the learning environment
Perhaps different desks, chairs or a particular layout that cultivates collaboration.
Open them up ‐ glass walls. Use the spaces between B and D block to open up flexible spaces for group work, individual learning, whole group activities etc
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Responses from Student survey ‐ Blocks B and D

Responses from Student survey ‐ Blocks B and D

Aspects that I like about the the learning environment
What I like about this learning place is that there are many windows in the room
so the natural lighting can come through the windows, There are different areas
in the room to move around in and there is somewhat a good amount of posters
in the room.

It's known as the Maths block because nearly all math classes are held somewhere in B
Block and I like how B block is usually only devoted to math classes so it is easy to find
your math class

it is open

the verity of books

The eating area below the class rooms

it is near the trees and makes me feel free.

It is good for math with the white board and simple seats.

that I get to have my own space

That it is easy to access and is a good area to be in all together.

It's a nice space to work after school because you can be loud

I like the view. There are plenty of windows to look out and see the world.
Especially D13.

The classroom are a decent size so that so that you have space to do your own thing.

How big the classrooms are.

its a normal space in a classroom

It's clean.

nothing

The variety of classes that can use this space

The a mount space and places to sit.

The one thing that I like about B block is the scenery of the environment out the
window

I think it is a very planned study space to get some serious work done, which is a good
thing.

Large amount of undercover area outside, good drainage, enough tables
outside, the whiteboards are of good size

not much, it is outdated and boring but they tried to add posters to make it look better

The space allows a variety of activities to occur

it's good. lots of room and a lot of desks.

Its Spacious

Get better desks and chairs and better layout

its quiet and it helps you work
I like that it's open and is a general meeting spot for people at lunch.
its alright
Open
i like the way everything is placed out for example, how the students desks are
places and how we can see the board.
the class rooms are a good size

Desks
It's got nice lockers and is near the toilets. It has big classrooms.
It's nice.
Nothing
I like the Temperature of the room as it is always fresh, I like the amount of natural
lighting and outside views of block D
We are able to work successfully as individuals and as a class.

It's like a normal classroom.
I like the teachers that usually work in this space and the opening space to the
outdoors!
I have some of my favourite subjects in this space.

its cold
Teachers are loud enough that you can here them in your own class but not through
walls so you can here the teacher next door.
It's a normal classroom. It's not like C8.
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Responses from Student survey ‐ Blocks B and D

Responses from Student survey ‐ Blocks B and D

Aspects that I like about the the learning environment
it's fairly open and moderately comfortable

it works but is basic

I don't know

It provides a place in which students can work.

its close to both of the toilet blocks and to my locker.

There is space to move around,

It is a good place to do your homework after school

nothing

I like the classrooms, they provide enough space for everyone to move around.

It's Spacey.

Close to many things ‐ near the middle of school.

Lots of windows

I like how open the space is.

Desks and chairs

it has aircon and carpet

It has enough room

It’s open

I like the display of others artwork and the easy accessible material

I like the art room because it is large an has lots of

They Rooms are very boring

Learning scope is good

Its good for learning

You can see outside and there are areas in between B and D block to socialise

It supplies classrooms for us to learn in, and they are the major English, Maths and
Language classrooms.

There is a lot of windows

I like my teacher.

That there is sort of enough space

There are big classrooms and a lot of outdoor area.

There is lots of room

I has good lighting

The teachers get to you quickly.

Theres not a lot of distraction

it's easy to access, very close to the toilet.

It has chairs and desks and some powerpoints

I like that this space is undercover.

easy access

It is a friendly environment.
Open envrionment, different learning space to a classroom
I like that they are large rooms and that there are blinds which can block out
sunlight when doing things on the whiteboard and computers.

I like the stairs that I use to leave it.
Nothing
There are tables outside for practicing speeches, extension work etc and the desks can
link together into a "flower formation."

There are windows.

Nothing
The two language class room and D7 are the only OK things in this block but still can be
improved alot.
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Responses from Student survey ‐ Blocks B and D
Aspects that I don't like about the the learning environment
Things that I do not like in the room is that the room does not have any books or
pillows so that we can sit on the floor without getting a saw bottom and back.
There is also no room for us to place our projects inside so that we don't have to
carry them around all day and that the seats for us during class are a very
uncomfortable so when we get up or backs hurt or that we can't feel our
bottom from being numb.
the round desks in D7
The classrooms can't be joined
It isn't great for break off group work.
it's too dark

Less crowded outside, the bags are always in the road, younger grades go to their lockers
between lessons and block traffic, walkways aren't wide enough to prevent this from
happening. View of outside is obstructed by other buildings (B and F) however, not much
could be done about that. Stairs are too small to sustain the traffic.
I don't like the lights and projectors, ECT.
N/A
Its kind of bland, like a normal classroom
to small

The area to walk through when you are trying to get to the other side is small,
especially when everyone that has lockers there is trying to get their stuff
always seems to push us.

The paint needs to be changed as it is old, and the corridor is to narrow and needs to be
changed to cater for the large amount of students in D block. Plus something needs to be
done about the bag situation, as they are everywhere and there is nowhere for them to
be placed out of the way. Technology only works when it wants to.

How there is not enough sun light into the classroom.
It's noisy.
Bags being left on the floor and on the walkway.

the blinds for the windows are often down
I'm a pretty easy going person and I like D Block just the way it is
the stairs are not very big

how the air con is right behind the projecter thing making the board shake alot
when the air is on

The space between the lockers and the railing is very limited and there are often large
groups of people walking through at a time which make it hard to walk through.

you don't have a lot of room to walk around in the classroom.
I don't like the the way the room is set up, the non decorated walls, and the lack
of classroom movement.
How all the classrooms are blocked off by walls.

n/a
This space sometimes lacks comfort. However, this is probably due to the length of the
lessons.
too many tables

bit boring, colour wise and the chairs and tables

It's only desks, no spare room for othjer furniture or learning spaces in the room.

everything
outdated and boring. Looks like classroom from the 1900's
The layout is bad and its crowded. Jazz it up a bit
The classrooms are a bit old.

The amount of people
there's a lot of students
The rooms are to small and there isn't enough space.
The irresponsible and messy year eights.
i don't like how on one side of the room we can see the outside but on the other side we
cant see anything.
Paint colour is old and ugly. Technology tends to not work and is unreliable

I don't like how hot it is in Summer.
you can't move around
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Responses from Student survey ‐ Blocks B and D
Aspects that I don't like about the the learning environment
Colours

The hallways are very narrow and the lockers are tiny.

sometimes it gets cold and there isn't often much space to move around

There's a read stain of sauce or something on the stairs.

I don't know
it’s too small

It can get very hot and loud
That we can not work outside

The path is too narrow when changing classroom upstairs. The path is often
crowded and it isn't easy to access lockers. Block D is quite far from the toilets.

if you turn the aircon and fans off it turns into a sauna and if you keep them on you
freeze.

Desks and chairs are uncomfortable.
There's two sets of class lockers outside so when we are going to classes in that
block there in three classes about to go into those classrooms as well as the two
homerooms getting their stuff for their classes so it is a bit crowded. There are
benches right outside the room which i guess is good but they are really close so
there isn't much room to walk past other people. The bottom classrooms are
messy and don't really having much on the walls. Just seems kind of boring. In
D6 there is a big long bench underneath the projector, this is just in the way
because there is nothing on it but it is very close to the teachers desk so we
can't really walk past to the bin. This also makes it hard to right on the board
sometimes.
Uncomfortable chairs, not allowed to move/stretch, not allowed to listen to
music to help do work, too cramped. annoying people everywhere, not enough
colour, too boring.

It’s too bare

There's less technology used inside the classrooms because B block is known for
maths classrooms
It’s to squishy and uncomfortable seating. Rooms smell non fresh or like body
Oder (especially D12)
There is not enough seats outdoors.

The lockers are small and on the ground‐there should be a rack lifting them off of the
floor. Bags are always in the hallway.

Difficult access to lockers

There arn't any handball courts and teachers are always shooing kids away.

too small walkways, classrooms out of date, it's used for too many "staff activities"

The walkways are to narrow.
everything
The color.

It is not big nor conveinent for other types of activities.
The furniture is very uncomfortable
its roomy

it's boring, smelly and on the other side of the school compared to my locker

The seating could be more comfortable

The room isn't very vibrant and the furniture is pretty bad and uncomfortable. It feel like
a prison coming into these rooms as there isn't much room to work independently and
productively.

The rain goes through the gap in the roof and causes the tables and chairs to be wet. It's
not big enough as children play handball and hit people who are sitting on the chairs in
the face.

No fresh air ‐ it doesn't smell nice after lunch Display board doesn't work sometimes
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Responses from Student survey ‐ Blocks B and D
Aspects that I don't like about the the learning environment
The chairs are uncomfortable, not enough natural light, too loud, boring,
classrooms boring and not engaging. Also the colour choices for classrooms
are just disgusting!!! ewww like blue and white and ugly carpet!
Not very easy to move around, desks are small and hard for teachers to stand
up the front and teach and it is isolated from the outside world (not much view
out the windows.
.............
Individual rooms. Closed off. basic. uncomfortable
seats are not comfortable
Everything it makes me sad.
I feel as if it dark and stuffy and can sometimes make me feel claustrophobic
even tho I do not suffer from claustrophobia.
Old carpet, old paint job, chairs which hurt your back, desks which size is
inconvenient and have gum underneath them, lack of powerpoints, horrible
colour sceme, projector sound systems never work
BORING! Not enough power point charging spots, projector never work as well
as the sound system. Paint color.

Rain comes in from the sail over the top of seating area. Too many people use the area
so when sitting at a table it is common to get hit by a handball because too many juniors
use the area to run around and play handball rather than sitting and eating like we
should be in a closed area.
the path in between classes and lockers isn't wide enough and is often crowded.
The seats and desks hurt after a while
To many people
I don't like how the lunch area is always dirty
All good.
Chairs are uncomfortable and often we aren't allowed to go to bathroom at all until
lunch
I don't like the sitting and how plain the colors look. It really takes away the excitement
of learning in D and B block.
There is not much room to move around because the desks are taking up most of the
space

There needs to be a handball court so that people arn't fighting all the time.

Not much working place

Everything

The seating is uncomfortable and there isn't much freedom to move around.
The sitting and the sunlight, there isn't enough.
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Responses from Student survey ‐ Blocks B and D
Aspects that I would change about the the learning environment
This space could be improved by having some pillows in the back of the
classroom so that when we are sitting on the ground we can grab one so that
we are comfortable, have a bookshelf in the back of the room so when we are
bored or finished work we can grab a book and read. Whith the chairs we can
have a chair that isn't plastic and that there is a comftorble backing on the
chairs.
better furniture that is moveable. Open space and smaller rooms that are for
individual work or small groups. better technology. big open windows that can
open and close.
Better roof to actually block rain so seats and tables do not get wet every time it
rains. More comfortable furniture inside classrooms.
More windows, colder classrooms, more natural light, colourful classrooms,
more comfortable chairs, more freedom to move and get drinks of water.
The tables are different from other classrooms. Maybe have the same tables in
every classroom. Like D blocks tables are nice and green. Brings in a bit of
colour.
The walls could be painted in a more cheerful colour with posters hung up on
the walls, the seating could be more comfortable, and could be moved around
to improve our learning environment.
more space and better seats
Streamers and strobe lights would really brighten up the area.
comfy chairs, colourful classrooms, class pet
MORE POWER POINTS
Better airconditioning, comfier seats and desks, and shorter lessons
More racks to put bags on
They could clean the tables
Making the class room bigger and make the learning scope be better.
Chairs more comfortable and freedom to go to bathroom at any time
Add handball courts
More room to move around
more support teacher
A more open environment would be better suitable for my learning.
It could be a bit bigger

Far more natural light for both inspiration from outside and better vision for the darker
corner of the room. It’s also very bland, almost dull. It’s an art room but it doesn’t feel
like it, it needs a more creative and unique layout with bright colours and things out of
the ordinary. Like odd shaped windows or a colourful Matt.
New carpet, New paint job, New chairs, New desks, More of powerpoints, Nice colour
sceme, New projector and sound systems.
I think they should add more comfortable sitting and to have students work and general
information displayed about the class.
have teachers take lessons in self restraint, tidy up B Block, make it smell nicer, generally
make it a more comfortable work environment
Make the rooms into a more creative, idea flowing, vibrant, inclusive area... e.g. Like the
GOOGLE offices
If the desk were more comfortable and there were more power points as all the ones in
the classroom are covered up so we have to move and sit on the ground in the back if we
need to charge our devices which just makes the teacher annoyed.
More open environment and can be used for other activities.
Have more comfortable furniture that is easier to move
a better room
Comfier chairs and more chairs outside
have more desks and more light in the classroom.
Better colours, new carpet and new furniture
There could be larger work spaces.
idk just improve it
Make the paint red.
Enlarge: ‐Desks ‐ rooms windows?
....
New paint on walls, Able to move around, place to store interments.
I think we should add more places to let students work to be displayed.
More areas to put up bags.
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Responses from Student survey ‐ Blocks B and D
Aspects that I would change about the the learning environment
more space to decorate the rooms
paint, technology upgrade, bag situation sorted out and corridor made
appropriate for the population of students in D block
UNKNOWN
make it so more natural light can get into the classrooms.

One way to is change desks or/and chairs.
Make walkway wider, more storage space for bags (as they always end up on the ground
and in the road), better stairs, better windows.
n/a
N/A

There is nothing that I think should be improved to support my learning.

It could be less bland and more colourful

Comfortable seats.

make it bigger

More comfortable furniture/seating, more colourful.

have our desks in groups so that we can bounce our learning ideas off of each other

Opening up the classrooms

add a little bit of colour its a bit bland

More open design, allowing increased comfort and interaction for students.

have bigger stairs

all the desk being close together
Maybe a few less desks so different learning areas can be added.
I think that between 2 classrooms there should be a movable divider that can be
opened to create a bigger space for numerous activities
if the lockers won't to bunch up
more color and variety of desks shapes. Group work
bigger learning areas making there to be less noise and less people bunched up
together
Nicer seating areas
i do not know, just improve it

Bigger rooms and different bigger desks
It could be improved by making the pathways clear. This can be done by
i believe that the windows could be larger and have more learning posters in the room
and students work for inspiration
Technology improved and modernized. New paint job
The path upstairs should be wider.
I mean from a more fun stand point I feel that a relaxing sort of area could include bean
bags but that probably won't happen so I don't really know
I don't know
making the rooms more prone to airflow.

bean bags, cool colors, the walls are painted dark blue who planned that
More display of students work, posters, and a renovation with a different
coloured walls and furniture.
Better desk and chairs, also more space and stuff
Maybe getting a renovation to make it look nicer and maybe more modern.
moving walls from class to class

Im not to sure
If the lockers were bigger and the hallways were less narrow it would be better for
everyone. :)
I do not know
get bigger rooms and rearrange desk seating
I don’t know

better desk set up

Making a bit more room to adjust your position and getting comfortable seating.

Maybe more facilities for the students to access.
Bigger Desks And more hands on activities not just research make it a bit more
fun
better seating

used just for classrooms, updated rooms, more equipment.
More comfy chairs and different types of desks ‐ some large for group work and others
small for individual work.
Have block exams in other blocks where kids don't hang out at lunch
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Respondent type
Strongly agree
Agree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Responses (total)

Students

Teachers

Expert

16
84
25
5
130

2
2
0
0
4

0
1
0
0
1
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5. Does the learning environment provide suitable settings to support the desired learning activites?
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6. Does the furniture support the desired learning activities?
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9. Is there adequate provision for the storage of students' belongings and class resources?

0
0
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Learning Environment Typologies
Type A is cluster of traditional classrooms connected by
a corridor.

Research and sampling framework
For the purposes of LEaRN's evaluation activity, ‘learning
environments’ have been delineated by the zones of
adjoining spaces that are used by a class, cohort or year
level at the same school. Five spatial typologies identified by
Dovey and Fisher (2014) have been used to group learning
environments with similar spatial relationships. These
typologies are differentiated by their relative degree of
openness, from traditional classrooms (Type A ‐ enclosed)
to permanently open‐plan spaces (Type E ‐ open). Refer to
Figure 7 and the corresponding description for a detailed
summary about each type of learning environment.

Type B is identical to Type A except that the corridor
connecting the traditional classrooms is widened to
create a breakout space, identified as ‘street‐space’.

In Type C the walls between two or more adjoining
classrooms are made flexible, enabling these
classrooms to be opened‐up, creating a new space
identified in as ‘commons’.

In Type D the walls between adjoining classrooms and
the street space are flexible, allowing for the entire
learning environment to become one larger space,
whilst also retaining the ability to close it down into
traditional classrooms/smaller spaces.

In Type E learning environments the space is open plan
and “the bridges to traditional pedagogy are burnt and
doorways are largely abandoned” (Dovey & Fisher,
2014, p.12). The environment cannot be converted into
traditional classrooms without renovation.
Figure 7: A visual representation of the five learning environment types defined by Dovey and Fisher (2014)
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